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The first Conference of
the
International
Committee
to
Investigate
Claims
of
the
Paranormal (CSICOP) was held in New York last
October. Australian Skeptics were represented
by our patron Dick Smith whose contribution is
reported here
along with others from many
speakers from all corners of the globe.
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by ANN WHITCHER
International
belief in the paranormal
varies,
but
representatives
from
Mexico,
Canada, Holland, Britain, France and Australia
agreed that unquestioning acceptance of these
beliefs are a vexing
problem for skeptics
everywhere.
During a
seesion
on
the
state
of
paranormal
belief,
Mexico's
Mario
Mendez-Acosta, current events communicator for
Channel 13 in Mexico City, said his country,
like other Third World nations, is the meeting
ground for "very ancient customs and styles of
life" and "totally modern habits and forms of
existence." He explained that "in many regions,
the belief in very influential and fearsome
local gods still persists alongside magical
convictions that range from the picturesque to
the hair-raising."
However, Mendez-Acosta added, Mexico is
still prey to a "new irrationality imported,
especially in the last three decades, from the
United States. This new urban irrationality, the
one of the religious sects, pseudo-science and
·modern charlatanry is spreading rapidly now all
over the country."
Continued on page 4
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LETTERS
TO THE EDITOR
Ve.AA Ed,Ltott,
Educ.a:ung the. e.duc.a.:toM
I would lik.e. to 1.>uppottt the. vie.w1.>
e.xptte.M e.d by Guy
Saunde.M
in
h-i./2
Mtic.te."Sc.hoou and Populatt Media Tend
to Fo1.>te.tt Belie.i in the. Pattanotc.mal!'
pubwhe.d in the. Se.pte.mbe.tt ,i,,61.>ue. oi
"The. Sk.e.ptic.". In many ye.aM o 1l c.ontact
1/J.Uh the.
ne.w.6
media, I have. .6 e.e.n.
un.uJ.>ual phe.n.ome.n.a .6e.n.6mon.al,i,,6e,d and
outi.anfuh ctaim.6 given a tting Ofi
tttuth,
but when e.xplan.a:uon.6
ott
tte. iutatio n o 1l c.taimo
we.tte. ptto vide.d,
they we.tte. given utile. ott no publiuty.
The. Mgume.nt ,i,,6 tha.:t the. media Me in
the. buJ.>ine.M o1l .6 e.lung ne.w.6 pape.M and
ttadio ott TV time.; giving the. public.
wha.:t U want.6 ,L,6 pattt O 1) th,i,,6 .6 e.lUng •
Howe.ve.tt, th,i,,6 ,i,,6 no e.xc.U.6e. 6ott the.
1.>c.hoou' te.nde.nc.y to 6Mte.tt belie.6 in.
the. pattanotc.mal. When I attended high
J.>c.hool and unive.Mily in. the. dim, daJc.k
ag e..6 o 6 the. 19 30 '.6 , we. we.tte. at le.Mt
taught to c.on.6ide.tt both 1.>ide..6 when a
ne.w
the.otty WM
pttopo.6e.d
ott an
h,i,,6tott,i,c.al event inte.ttpttete.d. But 1.>uc.h
doe..6 not 1.>e.e.m to be. the. CMe. the..6e. day.6
(I k.now, my age. ,i,,6 1.>how.i.ng).
Fott example., in the. libtLMy o 6 one.
Adelaide. high J.>c.hool, I tte.c.e.nxly 6ound
the. 6ollowin.g book.I.>:
On. U. F. 0 '.6 an.d the.
6lyin.g J.>auc.e.tt
mythology
12 book.I.>
on. 6lying
J.>auc.e.M but n.on.e. Mguin.g
again.6t
thm e.wte.n.c.e..
On. Mtftology - 10 book.I.> 6ott (Mme
quite. e.xpe.n.6ive.) an.d none. again..6t.
On an.ue.nt Mtfton.aut-6 ( van Van.,i,k.e.n.
etc.) - 7 book.I.> 6ott and none. giving
.6ue.n.ti6ic.
Oft
attc.hae.ologic.al
tte. 6utatio n..
On. the. Be.tc.muda Ttt,i,angle. - 1 book. 6ott
and n.o ne. .6 hawing that a WM a
manu6actutte.d my1.>te.tty.
On myJ.>tic.al c.ult-6 - 5 6ott and none.
again.6t.
On p.6yc.hic. phe.n.ome.n.a - 6 6ott and none.
again.6t.
and .60 on..
I Mk.e.d the. 1.>c.hool why they we.tte.
.60 on.e.-J.>ide.d in the. c.hoic.e. 06 book.I.> and
the. tte.ply tte.c.uve.d WM to the. e.66e.ct
tha.:t the..6e. we.tte. the.
only on.e..6
available..
I
c.anvMJ.>e.d
the. main
book.l.>hop.6 in. Adelaide. Mk.ing 6ott book.I.>
on
my wt de.bunk.Ing many o 6 the.
populM myth.6
(the.
Jupile.tt E66e.ct,

BiMythm.6, Wottld.6 in Coll,i,,6ion., pyttamid
powe.tt, Mtttology, U.F.O'.6, the. Be.tc.muda
Tttiangle., .6poon. bending, van. Vanik.e.n'.6
Mtftonaut-6, etc.. etc.. ) but the. tte.ply
WM that they didn't J.>toc.k. them be.c.aU.6 e.
the.
public. WM n 't in.te.tte..6 te.d in
e.xplana.:totty book.I.> and they wouldn't
J.>e.li
them.
We. c.e.tttainly get the.
educ.man.al J.>yJ.>te.m we. de..6e.ttve..
It ,i,,6 J.>ad tha.:t J.>tude.nt.6 he.AA only
one. J.>ide. 06 the. Mgume.nt but J.>adde.tt
.6till that many te.ac.he.M don't .6 e.e.m to
tte.auze. that the.tte. ,i,,6 an.othe.tt J.>ide.
whic.h they J.>hould be. tte.adin.g about and
te.ac.hing.
No
wo nde.tt the.tte. ,i,,6 w.i.de..6 ptte.ad
belie.6 in. the. pManotc.mal. How do we.
educ.ate. the. e.duc.atoM to give. balanc.e.d
vie.w.6 and to tte.auze. that the.tte. Me
natuttal
e.xplanmon.6
6ott
the..6e.
phe.n.ome.n.a? Fott in.6tanc.e., in. the. 6ie.ld
o 6 LI. F. 0. inte.ttptte.ta:tio n., the.tte. ,i,,6 a
mMvelioU.6 oppotttunily to le.attn. about
the. won.de.M 06 outt a.:tmo.6phe.tte. and to
te.ac.h mete.ottologic.al optic..6 and the.
phy'->ic..6 o 6 the. a.:tmo.6 phe.tte.. Stude.nt.6 who
have. le.Mnt that light doe..6n 't alway.6
tttave.l in .6tttaight line..6 Me not M
vuln.e.ttable. to the. c.taim.6 o 6 U6olog,i,,6t.6.
How do we. btte.ak. the. viuo U.6 c.ittc.le.
o 6 the. educ.man.al '-> Y'->te.m and the. n.e.w.6
media
6o.6te.ttin.g
belie.6
in.
the.
pattanotc.mal? and the. ge.n.e.ttal te.nde.nc.y
6ott the. public. to believe what a want.6
to believe?
Pe.tthap.6
the. AuJ.>tttauan
Sk.e.ptic..6 c.an tac.k.le. th,i,,6 tM k. •
A. Bttunt

SKEPTICS TO FEATURE IN
AUSTRALIAN PENTHOUSE
The leading article in the May
edition of "Australian Penthouse"
(on
sale in mid-April) will be on "Psychic
Fraud"
written by our very own Mark
Plummer •
The article is very suitable for
to friends
and prospective
showing
members and will give you an excuse to
purely for the
buy the magazine articles of course!
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HORVATH DEFENDS HIS CAR
by Ian Bry ce & Mark Plummer
Our major article in the November
1983 "Skeptic" on Stephen
Horvath's
water-powered
hydrogen-fusion
car
caused
some
ractions in
Melbourne
newspapers.
"Truth"
and
"Sunday
Press"
contacted Mr Horvath and confronted him
with our claims.
We had reported that in January
1983 Mr Bill Kajdocsy, the President of
Oxin
Energy
{the Canadian
company
involved) said the Canadian Government
was still testing the car. In January
this year the Ministry of
Consumer
Affairs of Ontario informed us that
there is no evidnce of testing.
Horvath has now
told reporters
that the Canadian Government will test
the car to satisfy their requirements
when it is ready for production.
Our attempts to locate the United
States company, Energy Unlimited Ltd,
described by Horvath as the
parent
company of Oxin,
revealed
only
a
company, Energy Unlimited Inc., which
in 1979 changed its name from Energy
Unlimited Ltd.,
That
company
has
denied all knowledge of
Mr Horvath and his car.
Mr
Horvath
now
clains we had the wrong
company but he refuses
to reveal the address of
Energy
his
Unlimited
Ltd.
We have asked the
Ontario
Ministry
of
Consumer
Affairs
to
ascertain if Oxin has a
parent company of this
name and its address.
Horvath
told
the
"Sunday Press" that our
article "is as far away
from
reality
as
possible". Horvath said
he
had never
claimed
that
his hydrogen car
required
a
thermo-nuclear reaction.
He
said
it
worked
through a
process
of
cold
or
catalytic
fusion.

Perhaps we can refresh his memory.
Professor Taylor's report shows that Mr
Horvath claimed that
an amount
of
nuclear fusion occurred in addition to
the normal burning of hydrogen.
During the publicity of the car's
launching several reporters and three
physicists referred to Horvath's claims
that the car ran by "nuclear fusion
reaction".
Mr
Horvath's
voluminous patent
application repeatedly refers
to
a
"nuclear
fusion
reaction".
The
photograph of the engine accompanying
the "Sunday Press" article shows that
the engine as installed is similar if
not identical to that described in the
patent application.
Ian Bryce's
article listed ten
specific
points
where
the patent
application contained errors revealing
a lack of knowledge of physics. Mr
Horvath's revised claims of "catalytic
fusion"
(a term unknown to science)
shows an about face and cannot be taken
seriously.

Stephen Horvath with his hydrpgen car ·
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Continued Mendez-Acosta, who has
v.Titten extensivelyon paran~>r~al beliefs
for the Mexican press: "Belief ID UFO's
and in their extraterrestrial origin is
exploited by several groups and individuals who publish three or four national
magazines and maintain a semi-religious
group that allegedly, is in continuous
contact with extraterrestrials. These
aliens furnish them with valuable information concerning advanced techniques
in meditation ... but no technical information whatsoever (in support of these
meditation techniques has been provided). Which is very unfortunate
indeed."
Like other speakers, Mendez-Acosta
criticized the role of the media in spread-.
ing belief in paranormal phenomena.
"The private Mexican TV network ...
has opened a non-commercial 'cultural'
TV channel called 'The Joy of Culture,' in
which not only astrology, but almost any
kind of pseudo-science and the wildest
superstitions can find warm refuge and
ample and uncritical diffusion."
enry Gordon, longtime professional
magician and psychic scene critic
H
for the Toronto Sunday Sun, agreed that
"the print and broadcaSting media" are
sources of paranormal belief in Canada
also. He argued that not only sensational
tabloids a la The National Enquirer, but
also "prestigious shows" like "Canada
AM," a "Good Morning America" lookalike, and "Morningside," a regular
coast-to-coast radio program presented
by the Canadian Broadcasting Company,
have given wildly disproportionate airtime to proponents of various paranormal beliefs. Skeptics like Gordon, on the
other hand, have received barely cursory
attention from the shows' producers.
Merely asking for ..balance" on these
programs focusing on paranormal beliefs
has met with frosty receptions from TV
and radio producers, apparently more
interested in the inherent sensational
draw of paranormal proponents. Gordon
related that, as a former "Canada AM"
guest who had straightened out Uri
Geller keys, he had requested equal time
after "Canada AM" aired a report on
~nimal mutilations allegedly taking place
m Alberta. Gordon was given the brush?ff by show producers, as had happened
ID many other cases related here by the
Canadian columnist.
elief in the paranormal isn't much
different in The Netherlands, said
B
Piet Hein Hoebens, editorial writer for
Holland's De Telegraaf "Holland has a
surplus of so-called psychic detectives, to
the point that they have become something of an export article," he said, "but
there is a definite shortage of poltergeist
cases, and also the Flying Saucer is sadly
under-represented.

"Holland is probably unique in that,
back in the I 950s, the Queen officially
received George Adamsky at the Royal
Palace for an eyewitness report on current affairs on Venus, but no resident of
the Kingdom has ever been granted the
privilege of a UFO-abduction and, for
some reason, these extraterrestrials given
to the disconcerting habit of cattle mutilation will not touch our cattle." Hoebens
said, however, that skeptics must not
reject paranormal claims "on a priori
grounds antecedent to inquiry."
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and Conscience." The persons invited,
however, were "carefully selected for
their beliefs in the paranormal," the
French skeptic said.
ustralian businessman Dick Smith,
who recently completed the first
A
helicopter solo flight around the world ,

described paranormal beliefs more or less
peculiar to Australia. Water dowsing
paranormal beliefs, for instance, are
more widely accepted in this more arid
country, whereas such beliefs as creationlso criticizing the media's role in ism are not as accepted as in other
spreading paranormal belief was countries.
Despite the recent debunking of
Michael Hutchinson, a British businessman and writer on paranormal belief. He spoon-bending by skeptic magician
commented that "the saddest thing to tell James Randi on a recent Australian TV
you is that even the BBC and some of the · program, "The Don Lane Show" (a
better quality newspapers have climbed "Tonight Show" equivalent), and posion the psychic bandwagon. The BBC has tive audience response from the skeptic
more uncritical paranormal items than point of view, Australian skeptics have
do the independent television channels . . "plenty" to keep them "busy," said Smith.
BBC's 'Breakfast Time' show even has its Astrological predictions are aired each
daily dose of horoscopes. Its astrologer morning on "Good Morning Australia,"
has become quite a personality, appear- a TV program, and one can dial a number
ing in other programs as a celebrity of the government-owned telephone system for one's star reading for the day.
guest."
"Books on the paranormal written
Hutchinson . also criticized the BBC
and WG BH in Boston, producers of the overseas fill large areas in our bookshops.
NOV A/ Horizon series, seen in the Uni- Australian newspapers and magazines
ted States on many public television sta- carry overseas stories about the parations. "Some years after the Bermuda normal. Our electronic media carry the
Triangle and Ancient Astronauts pro- very latest paranormal stories from overgrams, they (show producers) have put seas only hours after the story has broken
together a 90-minute program called 'The in the country of origin. For example, last
Case of ESP.' Besides being twice as long month we had film of the latest apparias a normal 'Horizon' edition (this was tion of the Virgin Mary in Texas the same
later changed, Hutchinson reported; the day it was on your TV news. We are
program will be shown in 1984 but as a flooded with U.S. documentaries on subnormal 60 minute program ), this jects like the Bermuda Triangle and Big
program was heavily promoted by the Foot.
"You have your Bigfoot, we have our
BBC. Its weekly magazme, 'Radio Times'
devoted its full color front page and Yowies. Our Aboriginies were allegedly
in touch with ancient astronauts and their
several inside pages to the program."
ancient curses are still held responsible
for deaths in strange circumstances. We
ichel Rouze, editor of Afis, journal have our ghosts (some of whom appear in
of the French Association for bikinis), our own water-powered cars and
Scientific Information, said there are few our own pyramid glass houses for growdifferences in French paranormal belief ing plants - one of which was paid for by
and many more similarities to world- the local authorities and stands proudly
wide belief generally. "There is an almost in the main city gardens of our western
total absence of any reference to the belief city Perth.
"We do have many Australians who
in the paranormal in the academic
world," he commented. Also, there claim to have psychic powers. We have
doesn't exist in France either a university our clairvoyants, exorcists, palmists, iriresearch center nor a teaching program dilogists, card readers, levitators, astrolfor paranormal phenomena. "The aver- ogers, psychic surgeons and other faith
age attitude (in university settings) is healers. Some Australians claim to be in
rather one of agnosticism or indifference touch with other planets and the Virgin
tinged with eclecticism when confronted Mary is supposed to visit an Australian
farm almost every week."
•
with contradictory opinions."
But the attitude is a different one in the
French media, Rouze related, with "a
---------•
large part of programs allotted to paranormal ideas in all forms." Rouze noted
that at the end of 1979, the national radio
station, France-Culture, organized a conference in Cordova, Spain, on "Science
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How to separate
science from bunk
By8RUCES.KERSHNER
emarcating science from
pseudoscience was the aim of
Saturday morning's session,
which was moderated by Dr.
Daisie Radner, UB associate professor of
philosophy. Because paranormal claims
are often accepted as being scientifically
valid by the public and the media, three
speakers delineated the various criteria
that can be used to differentiate pseudoscience from science.
Dr.. Mario Bunge, professor of philosophy at McGill University, Montreal,
presented several criteria to distinguish
science from the various pseudoscientific
fields of the paranormal. .
First, Dr. Bunge pointed out, pseudoscience requires "a community of believers
that call themselves scientists, but in fact
do not conduct genuine scientific
research" (using the scientific method). In
contrast, he said, science does not require
believers, but only people trained as
scientists who conduct genuine scientific
reproducible research using the scientific
method. To be an expert in one of the
pseudosciences, he added, you need only
to proclaim yourselfas one; formal training and degrees are not required.
In fact, advocates of the paranormal
often base their knowledge on an exclusivist authority, Dr. Bunge emphasizes.
Outsiders who want to obtain the "secret
knowledge" in depth often must pay
money or become an initiate in an organization that is not open to the public.
One of the most fundamental of all
aspects of pseudoscience is that it occupies itself largely with immaterial entities
that cannot be seen, measured or reproduced reliably, e.g., disembodied spirits,
UFO's, ESP or astral projection. Science,
on the other hand, deals with concrete,
reproducible entities, or entities that can
be at least measured and fitted into
mathematical formulas that are consistent with the rest of science. Examples of
this second category are energy forces,
distant astronomical phenomena or subatomic particles.

D
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The parapsychological fields, according to Dr. Bunge, are a loose aggregate of
phenomena, unlike science which is an
organized and united system. Most
paranormal fields, e.g., ghosts, UFO's,
faith healing, seem to be isolated from
each other. Any knowledge claimed for
one occult field does not usually illuminate understanding of anot}Jer. fit
science, all fields and disciplines overlap
and grade with each other; any expansion
of knowledge in one area can directly or
indirectly nourish the others.
Some of Dr. Bunge's other characteristics that differentiate pseudoscience from
science include:
• Paranormal fields are often based on
archaic or ancient beliefs. Their fund of
knowledge is slow moving and based on
anecdotal evidence. The field of knowledge in science is rapidly expanding and
always being updated based on verifiable
and tested evidence.
• Parapsychological concepts have a
weak basis in theory and laws; in addition, mathematics and statistics are
poorly used. Bunge asked if anybody has
"ever heard of the First Law of Clairvoyance, or the Third Law of Psychokinesis?
Has anyone ever produced a mathematical Theory of Spooks?"
•. Practitioners of the paranormal,
u~l~k~ those of science, are not open to
cnt1c1sm, and do not welcome counterexamples or new ideas. They do not
admit fallibility and often rely on dogma.
A prominent example of this, he said, is
creationism.
·
Some say that in a democratic society,
pseudoscience should be taught next to
SCience, But-Dr-. Bu~eounters that this
would lead to intellectual anarchy and a
waste of limited resources. "Imagine!, "he
said sarcastically, "a university with a
Department of·Faith Healing next ta its
Department of Philosophy! A Dean of
Pseudo-Arts and Sciencea fighting over
the soul of the student body? It would get
the 'Golden Fleece Award.'"
In conclusion, Bunge remarked that
"pseudoscience is simply rubbish that
cannot be recycled into something
useful'. "
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peaking in place of George 0 . Alsell,
S
who died unexpectedly a month ago,
Dr. Clark Glymour, professor of history
and philosophy of science at the University of Pittsburgh, spoke briefly on several more characteristics that separate
science from pseudoscience. Science can
be verified while pseudoscience has not
been to date. Similarly, the falsifiability
of science can be verified through the
, scientific method, a trait that is not
shared by pseudoscience. This leaves
pseudoscience even more open to
quackery and deception.
Dr. Stephen Toulmin, professor of
social thought and philosophy at the
University of Chicago, reviewed the history of the concept of the normal and the
paranormal.
Before the 1800's, the word "normal"
did not exist in the sense of "conventional, standard or unremarkable." Dr.
Toulmin explained that during and
before the 17th century, all things were
either "natural" (real), "divine" (real but
detiving from a miraculous source), or
"imaginary" (r,ot real). This approach
evolved, by the 18th century, into the
"natural" (real), "supeniatural" (real but
only when seen froin a reli,gious perspective), and "unnatural." 1t wasn't until
1840 that the modern concept "normal"
was introduced. (The year 1840 was, notably, also the year that the term "scientist" was invented.) Dr. Toulinin
explained that "normal" became contrasted with the concepts "paranormN"
and "abnormal." Whereas the causes of
divine and supernatural phenomena
derived from religious sources, the concept "paranormal" represents the secularization of unexplained and mysterious
phenomena. Divine or religious connotations arc not usually attributed to paranormal phenomena.
Dr. Toulmin explained that hypnotism, the molecular basis of genetics and
cross-genetic hybridization were at one
time regarded as "thoroughly paranormal" until these phenomena were
brought into the realm of science by
. experimentation, repetition and the
scientific method.
Although Dr. Toulmin is a skeptic, he
concluded that "ultimately, the blurring
between the normal, the paranormal and
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the abnormal is inevitable, and that out
of scientific understanding, the boundaries may clarify at quite unexpected
points and quite unexpected ways in the
future."
D

Paranorm al 'cures'
called hazards
By WENDY ARNDT-HUNT

February 1984
Barrett, who said, "You don't have to
be gullible to be misled," observed, "I
believe people believe what they hear the
most. And," he said, "quackery
dominates the media."
He warned that the public is not protected by the government from false
advertising. Acknowledging that the law
forbids the printing of false claims on
product labels, he pointed out that blatant lies are published in full-page health
advertisements in reputable magazines.
In the last 15 years, Barrett said, the Food
and Drug Administration has pursued
only one manufacturer with a criminal
prosecution.
How then, he questioned, can the general public decide what is truth and what
is not? He believes that if they had a way
to decipher the truth, they would not be
duped by health frauds .
As an example, Barrett polled the
audience to see how many pe ople used
vitamins. He asked them to tell what
vitamins they took and why. He then
explained that no American should need ·
any vitamin, because most Americans eat

uring the afternoon session on
paranormal health cures, all
the speakers addressed the
issue of harm.
Moderator William Jarvis, professor
of health education in the School of
Allied Health Professions at Loma Linda
University, said he often encounters the
"So what? There's no harm in this" attitude. Jarvis, president of the California
Council Against Health Fraud, said there
is indeed great danger in paranormal
health "claims." He
scoffed at calling ,_;_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~!!!!!!~them "cures." Jarvis
said that economically, they can waste
people's money money that might be
required to obtain
medicines and hospitalization. They can
persuade gtDCCI'- victims to take laetrile,
for example, a form
of cyanide, which
could kill them, and
to reject chemotherapy, which might
cure them. Psychologically, they can
cause
people
to mis- .___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____.
place their
trust.

D

''It's simply rubbish:
Has anyone heard
of the First Law of
Clairvoyance, or
a mathem atical
theory of spooks1 '

Years ago, Jarvis pointed out, the
quack was the old-time medicine man
who sold snake oil from the back of his
horse-drawn wagon. The public knew he
was a fake. Too many people today, however, do not realize, he said, that the chiropractor, dressed in a white lab coat, is
also a "fraud." They believe he has the
power to heal their aches and pains.
onsider the times when a man who
has been illegally practicing mediC
cine in a small community is exposed as a

quack and the townspeople defend him,
saying that he has been the best doctor
they've ever had, said Stephen Barrett,
M.D. It has happened, he said.
Barrett, a psychiatrist and author of
The Health Robbers, said this happens
because the quack has developed a loyal
following by taking a caring int_erest in his
"patients" and by sending them to a specialist when he can see that they are sick.

a balanced diet which provides all the
vitamins their bodies require, but that
manufacturers have convinced the public
that they do indeed need them.
his misplaced trust is most evident in
cults.
TLowell
Streiker, executive director of
Freedom Counseling Center in California, which counsels people whose lives
have been disrupte'i,t by cults, said ultrafundamentalist groups believe that only
God can heal, that no person other than
His chosen prophet can "lay on hands,"
and that members who turn to a physician demonstrate a loss of faith .
Streiker, whose counseling center is an
outgrowth of his work with the survivors
of Jonestown, said he sees the cults as a
rebellion against twenty centuries of medical knowledge.
He quoted numerous recent cases of
bizarre faith healing incidents, many of
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which involved corpses.
The issue that arises, he said, is whether
a person's right to medical care supersedes his freedom of religion.
Especially in situations involving
children, this issue becomes critical,
Streiker said . A sect called Faith Assembly in Indiana has witnessed the deaths of
52 members, most of them infants and
children. Members of this sect are discouraged from seeking medical attention
on the grounds that only God can heal
and that using medicine is evidence of
lack of faith. But, Streiker said, only a
few of the ones \\'.ho died were old enough
to understand the teachings of Faith
Assembly.
"Failure to permit needed medical
attention for an ailing child or to utilize
mandated preventive measures such as
small pox vaccination or other inocula. tions is a public health matter which must
be dealt with through the established
channels of public policy," Streiker said .
"For society's first obligation is to protect the lives and liberties of its citizens,
particularly of those who cannot protect
themselves. All other liberties, including
religious freedom and the right of parents
to determine the care and education of
their own children, flow from this first
obligation," Streiker said.
ut there are powerful groups that
lobby for religious exemptions to the
B
rules and regulations of the land, said Dr.

Rita Swan.
"The Christian Science church ... does
virtually all the lobbying for statutory
recognition of faith healing," said Swan,
president of CHILD, Children's Healthcare ls a Legal Duty, Inc.
She said the church is opposed to medical diagnoses, testing and treatment for
children and adults alike. These beliefs
are those of nineteenth-century prophetess Mary Baker Eddy, who said that
medicine and hygiene attempt to delude
reason and dethrone God.
Swan was a member of the Christian
Science church for more than 30 years.
She . abandoned her religion, which
teaches that sin and sickness are illusions
that must be ignored, after her infant son
died of meningitis because she learned
then that modern medicine could have
saved his life.
Today, Swan, who is trying to sue her
former church for the death of her son,
said she believes that followers of Christian Science, if they were forced by law to
provide health care for their children.
would be relieved not to have to rely on
faith healing.
"Many have asked me ifit is possible to
draft laws that such isolated people
(members of the Christian Science
church) will obey. I can't offer any
guarantees, but I think we should try."D
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Psychology shapes
paranormal views
autioning fellow skeptics that
they should not over-state the
media's role in spreading
paranormal beliefs, Lee Ross,
professor of psychology at Stanford, discussed the complicated psychology
inherent in belief in paranormal phenomena - phenomena which otherVl'.ise
have been discredited by thorough-going
research.
Ross said a real difficulty for
debunkers lies in tbe lay public's "difficulty in perceiving randomness." Our
"surprise" at a coincidental event is really
surprising itself, he noted, since any other
mix of variables in that event could yield
a similar "surprise.
"A lot of events· seem improbable
because we don't know the mathematical
calculations or we don't understand the
scope of the probability," Ross said. He
also pointed to studies which demonstrate the general capacity of ill-founded
impressions and beliefs to survive "in the
face of seemingly decisive empirical or
logical refutations." He cited his own
recent study involving reactions of two
partisan (Jew and Arab) groups to the
Beirut massacre of more than 200 U.S;
Marines. There is a "tendency for social
and political partisans to see themselves
as victims of a hostile and biased media,"
whatever the empirical evidence to the
contrary, he stated.
He pointed to his recent study involving the death penalty and reactions to
pto and con arguments on capital punishment. Here, subjects became more certain of their beliefs in the face of mixed
data - that is, when two points of view
were blended in material presented to the
subjects.
Ross urged fellow skeptics to place
more emphasis on an understanding of
cognition than in "dramatic demonstrations on either side" (skeptics vs.
believers).

C

n his presentation, Victor A. Benassi,
professor of psychology at
Itheassociate
University of New Hampshire, said
skeptics should not scoff at those who
hold paranormal beliefs, pointing out
that "although I am a skept1c, I have had
one or two or three experiences that literally shook my beliefs, if only for a brief
moment. l have also found myself most
vulnerable to powerful personal experiences during times of personal or emotional stress." Benassi described studies
showing that "when skeptics saw what
they believed to be a successful (i.e., nonchance) ESP performance, they changed
their beliefs. The implication of this finding is that being a skeptic is no guarantee
that you will r,ot become a believer. In

fact . at least in this study, skeptics were
strongly affected by an ESP performance, at least in one instance." Such
findings as Benassi related, may explain
why there are relatively few skeptics, "as
has been shown in survey after survey."
"Since in our society, people are continually bombarded by psychic claims
and, to a lesser extent. psychic demonstrations, it is not surprising that there are
so few skeptics." The moral may well be.
said Benassi, "Skeptic Beware! You are
next in line."
The session ended with a demonstration / lecture by Daryl J . Bern. r,nagician

and professor of psychology at Cornell.
illustrating how apparent demonstrations of psychic ability in "cold readings."
actually spring from tricks. reading of
visual cues, or careful watching of the
subject for personal and / or other material with which to draw out an allegedly
psychic reading. Bern said skeptics
should not jeer at those who believe in
psychic readings since the "victim" is not
getting "a fair shake" from the resourceful. and talented "psychic performer."
well prepared with a ready bag of"tricks"
and information.
•

(This
article
is
reproduced
with
permission
from
"The
Reporter"November 10, 1983 Vol 15 No 11. "The
Reporter" is the
newspaper
of the
Buffalo State University.)
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RULES FOR RATIONALS
by David Marks & Richard Kammann
(From The Psychology of
Prometheus Books, 1980)

the

Psychic,

Having
confronted
so
many
varieties
of
rationalisation
we
wondered, almost
whimsically, if we
could construct a set of rules for
rationals. While very few people can be
scientists, and very few want to be,
anybody can be rational if he wants to.
1. If-what-then-what.
Many
beliefs
are stated in such vague terms that
even the author doesn't know what they
mean.
They
are
judged
on
their
aesthetic merits, like a painting. To
bring a belief down to earth you can
ask what it predicts, what it means in
terms
of
if-what-then-what.
For
example, a person offers the opinin
that we have hardly begun to grasp the
possibles of cosmic consciousness. You
ask what he means, and get another
string of words you don't understand.
So then you might say, if I have cosmic
consciousness, how
will my life be
different?
2. Disprovability.
This is another
way of stating
Rule 1. Instead of
repeating if-what-then-what, you
may
need to shift gears anf ask, what piece
of evidence
would make your theory
incorrect? For example, the believer
says, lots
of
people have
mental
telepathy. You can startle his logic by
asking, what kind of evidence would
make him change his mind. Since he has
only
thought in terms of
positive
cases, this will add a new dimension to
the discussion.
3. The Burden of Proof. The burden of
proof is on the believer. A person
asks, why are you so skeptical about
UFO's? It is easy to fall into the trap
of trying to give reasons why UFO's are
improbable. The best answer is, why do
you believe in UFO's?
4. Alternative
Thinking.
When
evidence is presented, you may ask (or
just
wonder)
if
there
is
any
explanation that could produce the same
results. For example the advocate says,
modern medicine has improved our life
expectancy from 35 years to 70 years.
You could ask if anything else could
have done it, even if you don't have a
hypothesis,
like
diet,
sanitation,
housing, immunity,
etc.
Alternative
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thinking is your most creative tool.
5. Missing Negative Cases. This rule
has three applications.
a. Probability Matches. One needs to
count all possible events
including
negative cases to see how often
a
result might occur by chance in the
long run.
b. Sometimes negative cases are ruled
out by an escape clause. For example,
the
reason that
UFO's
are
never
photographed clearly is that they run
away from earners. People may see them
clearly, but bring out a camera and
away
they go.
This
is
like the
"negative vibes" clause in ESP theory.
c. Sometimes the negative cases have
been literally eliminated. An educator
reports a survey showing that senior
students
all
love
high
school,
overlooking
the fact that all
the
drop-outs were not
interviewed. The
story is told of a British officer who
proposed to add armor plate to certain
sections of Royal
Air Force planes
during World War II. He presented a
diagram showing the regions with a high
density of gunnery scars after combat
missions. But Winston Churchill said
maybe
he
should
put
the
armor
everywhere else because he had only
studied the planes which had come back.
6. Personal Observation. What a person
has
observed
in
his
personal or
clinical experience is no evidence for
his belief. Unless he has at least kept
a
written
tally
of positive
and
negative
cases, you can
reasonably
assume he
is giving his subjective
validations.
The worst kind of
7. Testimonials.
belief
about
human
evidence
for a
nature comes from people's experience
of themselves. We recently met a man
who claimed that the key to giving up
smoking was simply will power, which he
had demonstrated himself. As the story
went on, it turned out that he had
developed
a chronic chest complaint
that got worse, and his doctor told him
that if he didn't quit smoking he would
soon die. Above all, remember the Farer
effect - fortune tellers (even in plain
clothes or white coats) always seem to
be right.
B. Sources. It is always helpful to
find out where a person got his ideas.
This amy turn out to be a completely
frivolous source like a newspaper or a
TV program. If the source sounds more
credible than tha~, you may decide it's
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worth looking up. But you can always
apply the short-cut rule
if the
believer can't make a plausible case
himself, forget his sources.
9. Emotional
Commitment.
If
the
persn advoocating an idea is committed
to
it
emotionally,
if he
cannot
consider
being
wrong
in
a
matter-of-fact
style,
then you are
wasting your
time for two reasons.
First, your questions are threatening
his personal
beliefs
for
no good
purpose (unless he is
doing public
harm). Second,
you
can
reasonably
assume that his theory is false. Of
course, this is not inevitably so. But
it
is likely
that
an emotionally
committed
person
has
weighed
his
evidence pro and con. He is advocating
a belief that feels good to him.
10. The Ad Hominem Technique.
This
Latin phrase means "to a man". It has
many variations. First, a believer may
hold certain
authorities infallible,
and quote their opinions as evidence.
Second, he may try to place contrary
believers into a category of bad people
and thus reject their arguments out of
hand. Third, he may turn against you,
accusing
you
of
bad
motives
or
stupidity. All of these arguments are
fallacious,
and
it
is
not
only
important to recognise them, but also
not to use them. The object is to
learn, not to win.
(Editor's note. This article appears
as an appendix to the extraordinary
book, The Psychology of the Psychic by
New
Zealand
psychologists
Richard
Kammann and David Marks (available like
most skeptical books from Prometheus
Books, 700 E. Amherst St., Buffalo, NY
14215:
send
for
their fascinating
catalogue). Kamman and Marks critically
examine researchers Targ and Putoff,
mentalists
Kreskin
and Geller, and
widespread beliefs in
pseudo-science
and irrationalist proposals.

*

-mE long-range
or the short-range
prediction?"
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Not Just For The Birds

PIGEON LOGIC
by Michael McCarthy
While
studying
pigeons,
psychologist B F Skinner discovered he
could make the birds "superstitious".
The pigeons were taught to perform
certain acts by rewarding them with
food every time they accidentally did
the right thing. Eventually it dawned
on the fowl that there was a connection
between the behaviour and the reward,
and they acted accordingly.
Skinner showed, however, that the
pigeons would deduce a causation and
invent behavior patterns to get rewards
even if the food was handed out at
random! Skinner set up experiments in
which
he rewarded
pigeons
at
irregular intervals, according to no
particular pattern. After a time, the
pigeons would be observed engaging in
odd
ritualistic
behavior:
one
repeatedly
performed
an
intricate
series of circlings and pacings in his
cage; another pecked certain parts of
the
cage in
carefully orchestrated
sequences.
Somehow each pigeon
had
gotten it in his head that his activity
would result in a food reward.
Ignored Failure Rate
This
ritualistic
behavior
continued even though the rewards were
still occurring at random intervals.
You would think the very high failure
rate of the rituals would discourage
them,
but
no: the
pigeons simply
performed their "rain dances" over and
over until the food finally appeared and
fulfilled
their
"prophecy"
(reinforced their conviction that if
they could just get it exactly right,
they would get a reward).
Any student of human nature will
find
this
demonstration
strangely
familiar: it is exactly the kind of
thinking
you
observe
behind
many
rituals, patterns and superstitions in
human life, from astrology to faith
healing, from psychic reading to black
cats and lucky numbers. We skeptics
have heard it before, and now at last
we know what to call it: Pigeon Logic!
(Reprinted
from BASIS
Bay
Area
Skeptics
Information
Sheet,
San
Francisco)
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SMOKING GOOD FOR YOU
CANBERRA, GOLD COAST &
TOWNSVILLE CASINOS DOOMED
Allury Lawson of Townsville has
predicted that the new casino projects
are doomed to failure and will become
unprofitable.
Allury
Lawson
even
placed
an
advertisement in the National Times to
inform Australians of this prediction
and the fact that he has asked God to
hinder casinos"
God's response is not yet known.
(National Times Nov 25 1983)

Bondi
Junction,
Dr
Whitby of
the
Smoker's
Righ t s
President
of
League, believes smoking is good for
you.
He says the anti-smoking campaign
was a massive cover-up by the world's
the heat
off
governments to "take
radioactivity".
that after the
His theory
is

Pacific Ocean bomb tests, scientists
discovered that fall-out gave people
lung cancer.
If news of this had leaked out
governments faced civil unrest and law
suits. Therefore governments launched a
massive anti-smoking campaign to cover
up the truth about fall-out and that
smoking is actually good for you. ·
(Melbourne "Truth" 19 November 1983)

NEGATIVE ION GENERATOR
EARNS $50,000 AN HOUR!
So
run the
advertis ement
for
Bionic Products.
It explained that on Thurs$ay Oct
13 1983 Hoyward Materley won $343,000
in just 8 hours as a contestant on
"Sale of the Century".
When asked his
secret Materley
replied he took deep breaths from his
Bionic negative ion generator to help
refresh his mind between quiz sessions.
(National Times Nov 3 1983)

PARANORMAL
WEIGHTY ARGUMENT

NEW GUINEA MERPEOPLE

Pat
Harvey
of
Buddina
Beach
Queensland has advanced a new argument
against Uranium Mining.
Harvey
has
noted that the North Pole is getting
closer to the Moon and asserts that
this is due to the transfer of vast
amounts of coal and heavy minerals from
the Southern Hemisphere to the Northern
Hemisphere
making
it
heavier
and
tilting on its axis further.
(Bulletin Dec 27 1983)

Prof
Roy
Wagner
of
Virginia
University
has
reported
sighting
shell-fish eating creatures about the
size of a human with greenish skin and
flippers instead of feet on the island
of New Ireland off Papua New Guinea.
Prof Wagner said the merpeople had
several characteristics that indicated
they were mammals.
(Adelaide Sunday Mail 30 Oct 1983)

t7

AUSTRALIA
SOLVE ALL WORLD'S PROBLEMS
The Transcendental Meditation (TM)
Movement placed a large . advertisement
in the Australian in Oct 1983 inviting
governments to contract with TM's World
Gover&ment of the Age of Enlightenment
to solve their problems on the basis of
cost re-imbursement after the target is
reached.
The advertisement stated the World
Government
has
already
developed
techniques to fulfil any requirement!
The advertisement did not state
that the solution
includes chanting
Hindu mantras!
(Australian Oct 23 1983)

ORGIES OUT
Marguerite Morr, the white witch
of Crows Nest (Sydney), has updated her
blessings
by
taking
on
an
apprentice-gymnast Ro Langdon to help
at the "Body and Soul" complex. Morr
says she will still cast spells but do
no orgies.
(Bulletin Dec 13 1983)

Paranormal Australia is a regular feature o f "the Skeptic".
We rely o n
readers forwarding us newspaper cuttings from thro ughout Australia on paranormal
topics. Limited space enables the publication of only a few extracts from the
many cuttings sent.
However all cuttings go into our resource library and may
form the basis of later research. Please keep an eye out for suitable cuttings
and forward them to our P.O. Box 1555P, G.P.O. Melbourne.
3001.

LOVE MONEY~ GOOD LUCK, SUCCESS
AND JOY FOR $19,95
Brisbane
couple
Margaret
and
Robert Lowndes are marketing crosses
and Lourdes water for $19.95. Their
newspaper advertisements
read
"Just
when you thought it was impossible for
you to get the love, money, good luck,
success and joy out of life that you
desire and rightly deserve, comes this
"miracle water cross that can give you
this once in a lifetime chance to have
your dreams come true."
Dean Chamberlain of Melbourne's St
said
the
Patrick's
Cathedral
advertisement was ridiculous and crazy
and that people who are taken in by
that deserves all they get.
Dean Chamberlain said it was true
that Lourdes water did have amazing
powers.
(Sunday Press 4th September 1983)
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ALBERT BEST TO TOUR AUSTRALIA
by Mark Plummer
and
spiritualist
Australian
heavily
are
organisations
psychic
of
tour
forthcoming
promoting the
medium.
claimed
and
retire
Best,
Albert
last
Zealand
toured New
Best
February. The December issue of the NZ
Psychic Gazette on its cover described
British
exceptional
"An
him thus.
Clairvoyant, tested by many scientific
Glasgow University
including
bodies
where this year"(l983)", under rigid
Scientific Conditions, he was rated as
80% accurate by the Scientist testing
him.
"A very high score indeed, when
being tested by academics, with all the
modern equipment available for their
use during these tests."
of the
Eric Weddell, President
Australian Psychic Research Institute,
·"the Skeptic",
and a subscriber to
wrote to Professor A E Roy, Head of the
Glasgow
of
Department
Astronomy
University who replied as follows:

"1 WM -lnteJtu:te.d by :the. in6oJuna.ti.on
you ga.ve. me. a.bout :the. pubUcU.y in
PJ.Jyc.h-lc. Ga.ze..t:te.,
:the. New Zeal.and
1te.ga.1tdlng MIL AlbeJLt Bu:t o 6 Gla..6gow.
1 think. a .6houi.d be. c.oMe.c.te.d
a..6 6oUoW6:Gla..6gow Un-lve.Jt.6-lty ha..6 no:t tute.d MIL
But. Any tut.6 that he. ha..6 undeJtgone.
ha.ve. be.e.n with me. a.nd no:t in a.ny
c.a.pa.cU.y a..6 a. me.mb eJt o 6 the. Sta. 66 o 6
Gla..6gow Un-lve.Jt.6-lty. 1 a.m, howe.veJt,
p.6 yc.h,lc.
in
-lnte.1tu:te.d
k.e.e.nly
a. me.mbeJt 06 the.
phe.nome.na., bung
Soue.ty 601t PJ.Jyc.hic.al Rue.a.1tc.h a.nd
inde.e.d a. Me.mbeJt 06 Council. a.nd ha.ve.
J.JtucUe.d :thue. ma.tte.Jt.6 601t a.bout 30
ye.a.M. 1 ha.ve. had .6-ltung.6 with MIL
Bu:t a.nd ha.ve. me.t him on a. nwnbeJt 06
oc.c.a..6-lo n.6 and :the. :type. o 6 .6-l:ttln.g.6
have. be.e.n .6uc.h :tha.:t a ha..6 be.e.n
po.6.6-lble. to ve.Jt-l6y :the. .6:ta.te.me.nt.6
1 a.m c.omple.te.ly
:that he. ma.k.u •
c.onv-lnc.e.d he. ha..6 a. p.6yc.h-lc. 6a.c.ulty
be.c.a.U6 e. o 6 the. high peJtc.e.nta.ge. o 6
c.oMe.c.t .6:ta.te.me.nt.6 :that he. ha..6 ma.de.
1 :think. 1
dUJt-lng the..6 e. .6-ltting.6 •
woui.d put a a..6 high a..6 80%. MIL But
a.
6Mm
-lnteJtpll..e.t.6 :the..6e. ll..Uui.t-6
but a
.6 p,{,fl..,ltua.Li.J.d-lc. point o 6 view
1
.6 e.e.1716 to me. :that 61tom thu e. tut.6
not
-l.6
a
h-i..m,
with
out
have. c.a.Jl.fl..,{,e.d
poMible. :to d-l.6.tlngu-l.6h be.twe.e.n the.
hypothu-l.6 a.nd the.
.6 p,{,fl..,ltuai-l.6.tlc.

c.la.,i,Jtvoya.nc.e.
and
telepathic.
howe.ve.Jt,
c.on.vinc.e.d,
a.m
1
hypothu-l.6.
that MIL But -l.6 a. ge.n.uine. me.cUwn and
p.6 ye.hie.. "
Note the NZ Psychic's leap from Mr
Best being tested at Glasgow University
by a staff membe~ to being tested~
Glasgow University.
Nor does Professor Roy's letter
any scientific
indicate the use of
mentions
it
fact
In
instruments.
nothing of the test conditions, of the
any
were
there
whether
protocol,
magicians,
any
observers,
independent
the method of recording statements and
their verification, etc.
Professor Roy's figure of 80% does
not seem to be based on any careful
merely
results, but
of
tabulation
Professor Roy's estimate.
Mr Weddell also wrote to Dr John
Beloff of the Department of Psychiatry
at Edinburgh University who had visited
Mr Best years ago and was unimpressed.
Melbourne publicity leaflets for
the Best tour indicate that Mr George
the Victorian
of
Eldred, President
Spiritualist Union, will be chairman,
Kevin Arnett will be guest
and Mr
speaker.
I therefore wrote to these two
gentlemen asking them exactly what Mr
Best claims to be able to do, if his
claims are of a paranormal nature and
what evidence is there for his claims.
As of this publication date I have not
received any reply.
evidence being
Another item of
tendered in support of Best is extracts
from a book "A Venture in Immortality"
by Rev David Kennedy, claimed to be an
engineer and clergyman of the Church of
Scotland.
of Best's
relates examples
He
mediumship in the book and describes
Best as probably the finest platform
medium in Britain today.
On page 92 of the book Kennedy
states: "on a number of occasions he
pointed to a member of the audience
and
whom he had never seen before
proceeded to give a detailed accurate
a totally
example in
message. For
strange town 400 miles from his home in
Glasgow he pointed to a woman in the
audience and said 'Your husband John is
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ARTICLES OF NOTE
here and he wishes to remind. you of the
time one day in August twenty-three
years ago when your Pekinese dog got
lost and you spent the whole night
together walking the streets looking
for it.'
"
the person concerned told me
later that she was a total stranger to
Mr Best and had come to this type of
meeting for the first time."
Find
this
remarkable?
Kennedy
certainly does. He says "How was Mr
Best able to point first of all to a
woman sitting at the back of the hall
among
500
odd persons"
"and
without hesitation give this remarkable
evidence?"
Kennedy goes on to say that such
incidents
strongly
point
to
a
purposeful
action
of an
invisible
intelligence directing him.
I
wonder
if readers
of "the
Skeptic" can think of a different, more
prosaic,
explanation
for
such
an
incident.
Mr Best's itinerary is:

March 14:
23:
24:
25:
27:
29:
30:
April 1:
6:
7:
13:
14:
17:

Victoria - Melbourne
Camberwell Civic Centre
Tasmania
Hobart Spiritualist Church
Hobart Town Hall
Victoria - Melbourne
Ringwood Cultural Centre
Seaford Cultural Centre
Ringwood Cultural Centre
NSW
Hurstville Town Hall
Lane Cove Upper Town Hall
ACT - Ritz Hotel

Soutar,
G.N.
and
"Biorhythms
and
the
industrial accidents".

weaver,
J , R.
incidence
of

Paper
on a study to determine
whether or not there was a relationship
between biorhythm critical days and the
incidence of industrial accidents in a
blue collar workforce.
The
results
obtained suggested that there was no
relationship
even
when
biorhythm
critical
days were
measured in
a
variety
of
ways.
(Available
from
Department
of
Industrial Relations,
University
of
Western
Australia,
Nedlands, Western Australia 6009).

RECENT ASTROLOGY BOOKS
Larry
Deuschare
"Dog
Days",
publisher
Ben's
Uncle
dog
food.
Explains the star signs of your dog;
example:
Scorpio: Enterprise
is the
chief
feature here. They are quick to rise
to great heights
but
are
often
arrogant
argumentative,
blunt and
ccld. Especially their noses.
Kulkens Kerry
"Witch's Tips on
Love, Sex and the Stars". Melburne 1984
"This is an unsparing and frank
prediction of just how your partner
shapes up according to the stars. The
compatibility chapters from the book
will help you in your quest for the
perfect partner" - TRUTH Oct 8 1983.

Further information: Melbourne 876 4213
Sydney
55 7374
Canberra
81 3245
I suggest Skeptics attend and ask
questions about whether or not Mr Be •,t
repudiates the NZ story, whether he
will
allow himself
to
be
tested
scientifically, and whether he will be
trying for Dick Smith's $100,000.
The Australian Skeptics will issue
media releases on the Best tour.

It is understood that Mr Best will
also be appearing on TV
and radio
during the tour. He was originally due
to appear twice on the Don Lane Show
but Don Lane seems to have vanished.
How could Mr Best have failed to have
foreseen the demise of Don Lane?
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APPARITIONS) UFO'S AND WILDLIFE
b y Gre gory V. Czchura
The psychology of perception (and
2
.
comp l ex 1,
is
misperception )
combination
Psychological factors in
conditions
and/or
stimuli
with unusual
(e . g.
observation
with
re
interfe
which
low
glare,
haze,
light,
poor
visibility) not surprisingly result in
reports of ghosts, alien spacecraft,
fairi e s and other paranormal phenomena.
stimulus is
the source of the
If
recognizable (e.g. as an animal), a
result
may
distorted interpretation
4
.
3
.
or
( e.g.
giant goannas,
yowies,
recent
a
Indeed,
some other monster).
5
Ness
Loch
the
concerning
book
'monster' clearly demonstrates how a
number of liuing animals have helped
this
of
the making
contribute to
contemporary myth.
is
stimulus
original
the
If
unrecognizable, then more often bizarre
Such
result.
may
interpretations
interpretations are often totally at
variance with the original source (see
relevant discussions of interpretation
5
and reliability of evidence by Binns ,
7
b
bear
Oberg 8 )
Krass,
Schaeffer,
in mind the number of times Venus has
'chased' aircraft and automobiles or
'hovered' over powerlines! Physical and
be
may
factors
psychological
responsible for producing distortions
of the incoming stimulus. Mirages 9 ,lo,
of
absence
size-illusions 11 ,
suitable frames of reference for size
and depth, conditions of low light and
of
confusion
and
visibility
poor
are among the more
multiple phenomena 6
prominent pitfalls facing the observer.
Even skilled observers may be deceived
under such conditions. Indeed a recent
paper on size-illusion, suggests that
would
real assessments of size "
seem to be possible in only relatively
few, rather special circumstances". The
the
makes
paper
this
of
author
following point (with respect to bird
identifications ). "It seems more likely
that real size assessmenmts are rarely
is not really
instead ••• size
made;
judged at all, but is known instantly
a
in
made
is
identification
an
subconscious process drawing from prior
size"
species
the
of
knowledge
(emphasis added).
Considering the care taken by most
(especially
bird-watchers

obtaining
in
'twi tchers' ) 12
in
used
be
to
information
identification, many of the reports of
'alien ani mals' presented b y Janet and
are quite questionable
Colin Bord 1 3
authors, for
These
comparison.
in
e xample, admit sightings made at night,
under conditions of high
mist,
in
contrast and in conditions conducive to
heat haze
mirages or distortion by
sultry
hot,
during
lakes
still
(e.g.
periods) - or simply provide little or
no information on observing conditions.
In the following article, I wish
to examine how animals may contribute
to claims of the paranormal if they, or
not clearly
are
activities,
their
recognised;
'seeing-may-no t-be-believing'.
'domestic'
and
Poltergeists
wildlife. Few people are aware of the
variety of animals which live in and
even in highly
around their homes
urbanised/indu strialized areas. In many
pets)
fauna,(includin g
this
cases,
invertebrates,
various
of
consists
rodents and birds. Larger mammals (such
as possums, badgers and foxes) are also
known to penetrate deeply into cities
the
of
parts
various
in
nocturnal
The
world 14 • 15 •
activities of many of these creatures
goes
presence
their
that
ensures
unremarked.
The movements, and mischief, of
if
this 'domestic' fauna are rarely
of
reports
in
considered
ever
poltergeist activity. I have yet to see
a search conducted of all likely hiding
walls,
ceilings,
(e.g.
places
of a
part
as
basements, gardens)
poltergeist investigation. Indeed if we
of
categories
nine
the
examine
by
listed
activity
poltergeist
15 ,
could be
least six
at
Taylor
attributed to the activity of animals o
against doors, walls and
1. Bangs
furniture.
cupboards
and
windows
2. Doors,
opened.
3o Objects moved o 'thrown'.
4. "Displaced objects do not show a
'normal' trajectory" They behave as
if they have been transported and may
of
contours
the
follow
even
(emphasis added).
furniture" 15
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into
closed
penetrate
5. Obj e cts
spaces.
6. When handled objects appear warm.
Two categories (1,2) would reult
from animal movements in and around the
a
represent
one (3) would
house,
mixture of movement and manipulation,
indicate manipulation and
two (4,5)
carrying of objects by an animal agency
while category 6 would be a consequence
of handling of the object by a mammal.
and
ghosts
birds,
Nocturnal
will-a-the-wisp s
horizontally
moving
" .. • After
hundred
several
forwards
backwards and
height
the
to
air
the
in
rose
it
yards,
then
more; it
feet or
forty
of
descended and again went through the '
same evolutions many times. The light
was reddish in the centre and resembled
a carriage lamp for which we at first
emerged .••
light
mistook it. The
flying backwards and forwards across
the field ..• It alighted on the ground a
few times .•• A slight mist hung over
the ground •• ". 17
most
the
A report to delight
enthusiastic UFOlogist or ghost hunter?
No, it is a description of a rare and
little understood phenomenon - 'ghost'
owls. The present explanation is that
bioluminescent fungi or bacteria become
lodged in the bird's feathers, probably
as a result of the owl roosting in
such
containing
trees
hollow
18
reported
rarely
though
Al
organisms •
in the zoological literature, how many
reports of UFO's, ghosts and Min-Min
refer to this
actuality
lights in
phenomenon? The activities of albino
of
swarms
and
owls
pallid
and
('fireflies')
beetles
bioluminescent
are
conditions
appropriate
under
in
likewise worthy of consideration
beings
wraith-like
of
assessing reports
or dim 'lights'.
Screams in the night. Australia is
well endowed with birds and mammals
calls
eerie
making
of
capable
guaranteed to make the faint-hearted
These range from the
tremble 19 , 20 •
eerie wail of the Bush Thick-knee (or
various
the
Stone-Curlew),
Bush
shrieks, moans and groans of Greater
the
Gliders,
Yellow-bellied
and
screeches of the Barn and Masked OWls
the
call of
'screaming-woma n'
and
21
has
writer
One
Owl.
Barking
described the latter call as follows:
and
loud
single,
"is
call
the
forcefully given, and an impression is
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exactly what one would expect from a
woman perceiving some object inspiring
abject terror". Consequently, alleged
hauntings (or yowies) based solely on
or
screams
'inhuman'
of
reports
wailings should be subject to detailed
examination. Furthermore, the noiseless
may also play an
owls
of
flight
ghost or alien
many
in
role
important
'sightings' - especially where an owl
may have passed close to an observer
perceived.
dimly
only
was
but
are reports of
note
Especially of
nearby or passing 'presences'.
Bird flocks and flying saucers.
traditionally been
Bird flocks have
used to explain UFO sightings. Daylight
sightings, especially near estuarine or
freshwater situations, of objects which
change shape, disappear or pulsate are
very likely to be bird flocks. Waders
when
especially
shorebirds)
(or
of
birds
by
attacked
or
disturbed,
as
flocks
tight-knit
dense,
form
prey,
These
strategy 22 •
antipredator
an
flocks may assume a roughly spherical
If conspicuous
or elliptical shape.
upper- or underwing flash patterns and
or
present
are
patterns
rump
contrasting upper- and underparts, an
flashes may be
impression of white
created as the flock wheels and dodges
the predator. The flash patterns serve
to make it difficult for the predator
to isolate an individual frrn a group
with similar patterns all continually
moving in relation to each other 23 •
a distance, the
from
viewed
When
overall impression can be of a dark
mass which flashes or pulsates.
January
During
illustrate:
To
the
in
birdwatching
while
1982,
Dynevour Lakes area (near Thargomindah,
SW Queensland), two associates and I
observed a peregrine falcon attacking a
sharp-tailed
60
about
of
flock
sandpipers
The
overhead.
sandpipers
formed an ovoid-shaped flock structure
which zig-zagged (about 5 metres above
the ground) in response to the falcon
attacks. When the birds had their pale
underparts presented to the observer a
'flash' effect was produced and further
of
period
short
by the
enhanced
contrast with the
and
presentation
darker upperparts. During the chase,
unsuccessfully for the
ended
which
moved above an area
flock
the
falcon,
of about 100 sq metres. If we had been
further away, it is almost certain that
the flock would have been perceived as
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or
flashed
which
mass
dark
a
on
depending
disappeared,
momentarily
remained
which
and
conditions,
lighting
(N.B. Despite
relatively stationary.
spending nearly two weeks in and around
these lakes we failed to sight the
local lake monster).
High flying flocks of birds which
reflect sunlight or appear dark/light
against a contrasting background also
have the potential to be reported as
solid objects. Could it be also that
the sudden right-angled turns of UFOs,
as so often reported, are merely the
sudden turning or wheeling of a bird
flock?
Natural history-based explanations
can hardly be expected to satisfy all
'paranoramal'
or most of the above
of
failure
However,
categories.
(i.e.
explanations
alternate
meteorological
or
astronomical
may
ballooons)
phenomena, aircraft,
indicate wildlife or other biological
agency at work (N.B. fungi and fairy
The
sites 24 •
landing
rings/UFO
a
of
ignorance 25 , Zb
appalling
natural
about
great majority of persons
that
suggests
certainly
history
misconceptions of such phenomena may be
generally
is
tan
widespread
more
snake
persistence of
thought (e.g.
myths, attribution of erroneous powers
and abilities to plants and animals
etc.) •
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WAYS TO WEALTH WITHOUT WORK
Cash in on the Occult
before
Like the ancient Romans
have
Australians
them, your fellow
become enchanted by petty superstition.
Since the big God dealt himself
those suicidal blows at Auschwitz and
mini-religions
dozens of
Hiroshima,
the
fill in
to
in
flooded
have
deconsecrated void.
a
you
offers
Numerology
particularly swift entree to the plump
wallets of the gullible. To qualify
yourself as a PO box-number expert, all
you need do is flip quickly through one
popular paperback on the subject.
so
The numerological codes are
simple that you can soon train a junior
to answer your mail while you fish,
drink or dally. For a reading, which
three
about
take your clerk
will
would
it
together,
minutes to cobble
seem fair to charge $15.
Aim for 100 customers and $1500 a
week. Don't greedily grab for more.
Other sloths want to lean against that
bar with you.

from the Weekend Australian
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SOME OBJECTIONS TO ROBYN WILLIAMS' PRESENTING OF SCIENCE
"When this column suggested some weeks ago that The Wild One, as portrayed by
Brando, rode a Triumph 650 there was no indication that it would lead to a
correspondence to rival that between Shaw and Mrs Patrick Campbell, or Robyn
Williams and James Gerrand."(Bob Hudson, Record Watch 'National Times' Dec 30
Jan 5)
by James Gerrand
When one differs publicly with a
popular and adept media presenter then
one has to b~ sure the differences are
important and that one's arguments are
sound. On behalf of
the Australian
Skeptics, I
took
issue with Robyn
Williams, presenter of the ABC "Science
Show", on his view that science was not
objective. My letter, Robyn Williams'
response and my reply are printed below
for those who missed seeing them in the
Letters pages of "The National Times".
(My reply, which was shortened and had
an error in the "NT", is printed here
in full.)
A
sound understanding
of
the
scientific approach is doubly important
to us Skeptics. Firstly our purpose is
crucially
dependent
on
our
investigating in a proper scientific
manner
claims
of
the
paranormal.
Secondly the reason why there is a need
for
an organisation
such
as
the
Skeptics is because so many in the
community have not received a sound
scientific education. Not understanding
in general the world they live in nor
capable of critically
assessing the
persuasive messages of the modern day
media, the scientifically lame readily
accept
the
irrational,
willingly
believe in the unbelievable.
Skeptic Guy Saunders in our last
September
issue
detailed
how
our
present day teachers
are peculiarly
susceptible
to the claims
of
the
paranormal through their high level of
literacy
combined
with
a poor or
hostile
education
in science.
The
Senior Curriculum Officer (Sciences} of
the Victorian Education Department, Dr
Cliff Malcolm, has revealed (Victorian
Humanist Oct 83) how a low level in
science
education
can
be
self-perpetuating
when many
primary
teachers have opted out of Science in
their own
education
at
the first
opportunity.
Presenting science that is both
soundly
and also popular is
based
without doubt a most difficult task.
Not only
must the
often
esoteric

material be made manifest but there is
the other problem: scie nce is not about
popularity . Scientists can at times be
iconoclasts,
upsetters of
treasured
values. They are no longer burnt at the
stake as was Bruno or forced to recant
like Galileo, yet modern scientists who
put forward unpopular views can face a
hostile
community. Eysenck generated
extraordinary
abuse
for
his
conclusions, based on his examination
of the evidence, that the IQ measure
was
about
80%
heredity
and
20%
environment. Skinner, whilst acclaimed
by
the
American
Association
of
Pysychologists some years ago as having
made the most advance in psychology,
often gets a bad media presentation
because his animalistic and Unbending
views on behaviour are found upsetting
to many. The many are not informed that
it
has been
largely due
to
his
pioneering
scientific
work
that
punishment is no longer accepted as a
necessary part of education and that
the way
was
found to educate the
mentally handicapped.
As any reader of "The Skeptic" is
aware the media in general are very
ready to publish the claims of the
paranormal because of their popular,
their
entertainment
value.
Our
skeptical rebuttals tend to be ignored.
There
have
been
some
notable
exceptions;
a
highlight
was
"The
National Times" describing us as the
"Down to Earth Brigade" in a full page
spread some months ago. It is pleasing
that this responsible journal has again
presented our point of view through
their Letters pages.
A very
welcome
outcome of the
debate has been the standing invitation
that has now been extended by Robyn
Williams to contribute to the Science
Show.
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Science Show accused of
non-scientific approach
SIR, Many Australian scientists do not rate The Science
Show as highly as the listening
public. (NT, Nov 11-17)
because of the often non-scientific approach of its presenter Robyn Williams.
By denying the objectivity
of the scientific approach,
Robyn Williams clears the
way for his session to be an
entertainment , an emotional
populist appeal.
Robyn Williams gets away
with this denial by the classic
conjuring trick of misdirection. He confuses the results of
science with its method. Science is a tool. Certainly its
application is set subjectively
by society.

LETTERS
Our political leaders - too
often populist - determine
how much science is spend on
military, how much on peaceful, developments. But the
method by which a new
science tool is established
remains basically as established by Bacon some four
centuries ago - the objective
testing against facts .
Thus foremost scientist of
psychology, B. F. Skinner,
relates in his autobiographical
e pi I o g u e
("Ps ychology
Today," Sept 83) how three
Baconian principles charac-

terised his professional life learn from nature not from
books, nature to be commanded must be obeyed, and
a better world was possible
but it needed the help of
science.
A specific area of concern is
that Robyn Williams has
never presented any of the
evidence that debunks the
widespread
unscientific
believes in astrology, UFOs,
ESP, and other such claims for
the paranormal. Recognised
science journals such as the
Scientific American and the
UK New Scientist have published such rebuttals. Yet
Robyn Williams has been
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quite prepared to present
unscientific paranormal nonsense on his show.
A classic example was when
Robyn Williams presented Dr
Byron Rigby, the Minister for
Health and Immortality for
transcendental
meditation.
The Skeptics took up with Dr
Rigby his claim on the program that he personally levitated twice daily. After some
months, Dr Rigby replied
disavowing his claim, stating
"there is a need to review my
remarks."
The Skeptics then wrote to
Robyn Williams advising of
the correspondence but the ·
disavowal was never broadcast by The Science Show.
Scientists have had no concern about such science presenters as Carl Sagan and
Jacob Bronowski, probably
because their background of
being scientists gave them the
discipline of assessing the
facts.
JAMES GERRAND,
Secretary, The Skeptics

Williams
strikes back
SIR, I really wish James
Gerrand (NT, Letter, Nov
18-24) would check his facts
before leaping into print. It is
really outrageous of him to
claim that "Robyn Williams
has never presented any of the
evidence that debunks the
widespread
uns cientific
beliefs in astrology, UFOs,
ESP, and other such claims of
the Paranormal."
Of course The Science Show
has broadcast criticisms of
parapsychology and specifically of Dr Byron Rigby of
TM. We had the patron, no
less of James Gerrand's own
organisation, the Skeptics,
Dick Smith, debunking the
Rigby nonsense with his usual
zest .
When we had James Randi,
the
American
magician
brought here by the Skeptics,
who spoke at length on The
Science Show also attacking
the paranormalists. In fact,
the head of the Skeptics in the
Sydney, Mr Barry Williams,

has had a standing invitation
from me to contribute to The
Science Show.
James Gerrand could have
discovered all this by contacting members of his own
organisation or by phoning
our office to check his facts.
Why didn't he bother?
We had the same sloppy
misinformation from Mr Gerrand in your columns a few
months ago when he disputed
a quotation of mine from
Charles Darwin. He was
wrong then, too. I'm pleased
to say that most of the
Skeptics are more credible.
Mr Gerrand also offers
some philosophy of science to
accuse me and The Science
Show of "populism". Hard
though it is to discern clear
argument from the congealed
custard of his prose, he seems
to say that I elevate scientific
results of a method. This is, if
anything, the opposite of my
views, as anyone who has read
my articles on the subject in
The National Times can tell.

ROBYN WILLIAMS,
ABC Science Unit,
Sydney.

Reproduced from
" The National Times "
November 18 to 24,
December 2 to 8 and
9to15,1983.
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A demand for scientific fact

for a number of errors ,
I must apologize to Robyn Williams (NT, Dec 2-8)
before the Skeptics were
was
this
although
Show,
James Randi spoke on the Science
that not only had Dick
Smith,
Dick
patron,
Sydney
our
from
formed. I understand
he found Robyn Williams
but
paranormal
the
debunking
Show
Science
the
spoken on
possessed also of a healthy scepticism. [The misunderstandings of the Australian
Skeptics arose both from not knowing of Dick Smith's participation and also not
receiving any reply from Robyn Williams to the letter sent him containing Byron
Rigby's disavowal of the levitation claimed on the Science Show. The Skeptics are
now very pleased that Barry Williams, their Sydney rep, has received a standing
invitation to contribute to the Science Show.]
[The ease with which errors can arise is shown when Robyn Williams ascribes
"sloppy misinformation" from me and that I "was wrong" in my letter of some
months ago. What I stated therein was that I had never read of Darwin concluding
that women were inferior to men and that I would like to know the reference. I
went on to say that if Darwin had reached such a conclusion it would have only
been in a particular context and would have been supported by the facts that were
currently available to Darwin at the time. I was pleased to receive Robyn's
reference and its confirmation of my surmiseJ
Now these misunderstandings have been attended to let me return to the major
concern of scientists, Skeptics and many in our community, that science is
properly taught and understood.
My disputes with Robyn Williams' approach to science covers four major
areas.
1. In a foreword to a booklet "Science, Non-science & Pseudo-science" by Max
Charlesworth,(a believer in religion rather than science), Williams lays the
blame on science teachers because they still believe in the Baconian scientific
method and have no knowledge of modern philosophers of science. Most scientists
find post-Baconian philosophers unhelpful to their practice: each~]age has a
different product. What is important in the teaching of science is developing
the ability for relevant observation (Bacon's "learn from nature"), the power
of imaginative hypothesising, the skill of devising experiments to test
hypotheses and the understanding that the foundations of science rest on facts
and checking against facts.
2. Williams criticises scientists when their conclusions run counter to some
subjective, usually well-intentioned, judgment. Thus it is rotten science i f
differences are found between the sexes: this is against the value that the
sexes are equal. [This is sheer Lysenkoism after the Russian scientist who
(Again we have Bacon's dictum:
considered science should follow Marxism.
obeyed".)]
be
"science to be commanded must
3. Scientists should transfer from working on military projects to beneficial
social projects. This is romanticism. It is governments that decide whether
science is used for good or evil.
4. Science is not objective. Sometimes its individual practitioners may not be
objective but the approach of science is to be objective: the bottom line of
science is that any scientific law is only accepted when it is found to be
repeatable and no test shows that it is untrue.
The Skeptics see the Science Show, the presenter of science, being concerned
with presenting the facts on matters of public importance; the facts on nuclear
energy, on hydro projects, on wood chipping, on bush fire prevention, on the
paranormal, on the causes of the Arms Race, on the ways to achieve a peaceful,
progressive world. This is the "hard tack" of a meal which no doubt also needs
some custard and some flumrnery to make it palatable.
Yours sincerely ,
Jame s Gerran d,
Sec r e t ary, the Aus tr a lian Skepti c s .

(Th e above letter was published in "The National Times" with the exc eption of
the material in brackets [] .)
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DISAPPEARING HAND CLAIM TRUE!
by Mark Plummer
The
Melbourne
"AGE
Weekender"
supplement
of
11th
November
1983
advertised
that
psychic
phenomena
Medium Dennis Hassel was in town and
had made numerous claims including that
audiences
had
seen
his
fingers
disappear!
After a briefing from our Magician
consultant Mike Wilton I attended the
evening demonstration
to find
that
Hassel's claim was true!
I sat in the extreme left of the
front row of the audience. The main
part
of the
demonstration
was
a
competent
"cold
reading"
of
the
audience. It was obvious from their
reactions that few if any knew the
techniques and psychology
of
"cold
reading" and Hassel was able to carry
it off well.
For
the
disappearing
fingers
demonstration Hassel had all
lights
turned off except a single red light
placed on the stage and a faint light
in the stage wing to my right.
Mr Hassel stood to the rear and to
the left of the red light and with a
black backdrop only his face and two
hands were illuminated.
He then slowly moved his left hand
backwards until his body was between
the light and his left hand.

From my position on the extreme
left it was possible to see the faint
outline of his left hand against the
wing light at all times during the
illusion. However to the bulk of the
audience as his hand moved from the
illuminated
area
it
seemed
to
disappear.
Thus
his
claim
was
true
audiences have seen his hand disappear.
This
does
not
mean
that
it
dematerialised
or
anything
of
a
paranormal or psychic nature - merely
that it had gone from the illuminated
area.
Mr Hassel thus showed himself to
be
a
very
competent
magician
particularly at the magician's method
using black backdrops
and a single
light source known in the trade as
"black art".
Nothing
in
his
performance
convinced me or
the other skepticf;
present that Mr Hassel was a psychic
but from the reactions of the audience,
drawn
mostly
from
believers
and
spiritualists, he was accepted by most
as having such powers. The whole night
highlighted the need to teach believers
cold reading and magician's techniques.
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